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Acetate series
ISBN: 9781908473158,
£9.99, age: 3+, hardback,
52pp (11 acetate), 220 x 200mm

Eat more vegetables

Eat less meat

Eat more vegetables

Eat less meat

Plastic waste? Pollution? Saving energy? How
do you explain this to a young child? This is
a book of fun and practical transformations
that will help make our world a greener place.
Simply turn the transparent pages to see the
benefits on each spread.
Children love to control the action!

Plant a tree

Leave the car at home

Plant a tree

Leave the car at home

“Showing kids how to be kinder
to our planet never looked more
stylish and was never more
cleverly executed than in this
brilliant book!”

Acetate sheet

ReaditDaddy

“A book that is both brilliant for use in
early years classes to drive class projects
around the environment and ecologically
sound practices, and one that also uses
clever observations and even a touch of
deft humour to get its points across (the
“eat less meat” page-flip is just superb
and SO clever, have to say!)”

ISBN: 9781908473127,
£8.99, age: 3+, hardback,
54pp (11 acetate), 220 x 200mm
This is a book in which you become a rescue
hero. Simply turn the transparent page and
rescue the animals! It’s fun, it’s simple and it’s
a gentle introduction to the importance of
animal welfare. This is a book without words
which enables the reader to choose the
appropriate level of input for the child.
Kate Greenaway Award nominated 2016

Acetate sheet

“We can only imagine what it is
like to be a tiger, an elephant,
a crocodile or a turtle. But we
can understand why we need
to rescue wild animals in need
and protect them. That is what
makes us human. This book
should be the start of every
child’s journey towards a more
compassionate future.”

Will Travers OBE,
President of the Born Free Foundation

ISBN: 9781908473097,
£8.99, age: 18+ mths, hardback,
52pp (11 acetate), 220 x 200mm

ISBN: 9781908473103,
£8.99, age: 18+ mths, hardback,
52pp (11 acetate), 220 x 200mm

An owl is up in a tree and hasn’t noticed the
cat licking its lips down below. Can you guess
what’s going to happen next? Simply flip the
acetate page from right to left and … OH NO!
Each spread will reveal something unexpected!
Children will giggle with delight as they watch
the image transform before their very eyes.

Imagine rummaging in the dressing-up box
and coming across an eye patch. Put it
on and become a pirate. At such a young
age you may dream of being an astronaut,
zoo keeper or a superhero – anything is
possible! A simple item on a transparent
acetate sheet will magically transform the
child on the page. Let your imagination
flow with this fun and interactive book.

“The acetate pages, and the inherent
drama of the before and after scenarios
make this a book that readers can’t
help but interact physically with.”
Playing by the book

When I grow up I want to be…

…a superhero

…an artist

…a superhero

…an artist

…an astronaut

Acetate sheet

Acetate sheet
…an astronaut

“A very simple idea cleverly executed and
with a brand new slant... Transparent
sheets bring surprise after surprise as
shopping bags become aprons, car
bumpers become Superman’s mask,
tennis nets become headbands.”
The School Librarian

This early learning series makes clever use of the double page spread and flip over
acetate to effectively teach the concept. Mixing colours, conveying opposites,
spotting shapes in varied landscapes, adding and subtracting, are all dealt with
here, with a generous helping of humour and surprise! The images are bold, colourful
and uncluttered. The pages are delightfully interactive and make learning fun.
£8.99, age: 18+ mths, hardback, 52pp (11 acetate), 220 x 200mm

ISBN: 9780956255853

ISBN: 9780956255891

“Hypnotically absorbing”
Sunday Telegraph, 27 November 2011,
Books for Christmas: Children

ISBN: 9780956255877

ISBN: 9780956255884
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The five senses
Large format compilation: £10.99, age: 3+, hardback, 96pp, 215.9 x 279.4mm
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The 5 senses are introduced through
a collection of beautiful, colourful and
funny pictures. Combining suggestion,
visual trickery and surprise, these books
take you on a voyage of visual discovery.
They are packed full of ideas for
discussion and aim to raise awareness
of the 5 senses in an innovative way.

“The illustrations flow together beautifully
and children will enjoy finding all the
‘objects within objects’ in each scene”
Read It Daddy! blogspot
“The illustrations, (...), are focused on
investigating different ways of seeing
in a fun and imaginative manner. Ideas
like reflections, magnification and illusion
are examined in the bright pictures that
contain plenty of potential for discussion.”
CBI Recommended Reads 2012

I touch…

…slippery soap

…a tickly feather

…a fluffy puppy

…a soft rubber

…a sharp point. ouch!

I hear…

I smell…

I taste…

…low notes

…high notes

…fish

…lemons

…clean socks

…sweet lollies

…up here

…stinky poo

…a juicy worm

…sour lemons

I see…

…slurping

…spaghetti

and down there

…a monster

…my teddy!

Collective noun series

“How rare it is to find books that are a joy to
browse through, that can be looked at again and
again – and if learning there must be, are great
for growing vocabulary and creative thinking.”

This is the original series of visually witty books by Patrick George. Sometimes
quirky, sometimes well-known collective nouns are given a full double page
illustration and small paragraph of supportive and observational text. They are
ideal both for the aspiring artist and the reluctant reader and great fun for all.

Wendy Cooling MBE

£6.99, age: 6+, paperback, 48pp, 215.9 x 279.4mm

A drove of bullocks
A compilation of animal collective nouns

A filth of starlings
A compilation of bird collective nouns

A shiver of sharks
A compilation of aquatic collective nouns

A crackle of crickets
A compilation of insect collective nouns
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“New aNd improved.”
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ISBN: 9781908473035

ISBN: 9781908473028

ISBN: 9781908473011

ISBN: 9781908473004

An implausibility of gnus
This ungainly animal of awkward appearance is an
implausibly fast runner, able to reach up to 50 miles an
hour in an effort to avoid its many predators. Every year,
it becomes one of nature’s finest spectacles – migrating
northwards in herds of up to 1.5 million. An incredible sight!

A huddle of penguins
Most penguins like to keep their distance, but if you
are an Emperor penguin enduring the coldest winters,
you choose to huddle together to keep warm. Keeping
cosy also means keeping their feet warm, so they rock
backwards on their heels, supporting themselves with their
tail feathers, which have no blood flow and so lose no heat.

An implausibility of gnus

A huddle of penguins

A school of whales
Travelling in schools of hundreds, classrooms of thirty
or playground pairs, some whales like to share their
mealtime together before rushing out to play – noisily
chatting, pec-slapping and even fighting. This gregarious,
intelligent and sensitive animal is found in oceans
around the world, but is sadly fighting for its survival.

A school of whales

A quiver of cobras
You may quiver when you see a cobra but in fact the
cobra is just as likely to recoil when it sees you. A shy
reptile that avoids human contact at all costs, it will
rear up aggressively and either spit its venom or kill
you with a single bite. And you will quiver no more.

A loveliness of ladybirds
A plague of locusts
As rapid, widespread and deadly as a plague, the
locust travels in a swarm, stripping plants, trees and
crops leaving nothing behind. Helped by the wind,
they spread, infest and infect, causing harm. And
once food sources run low, it seems that they turn
upon each other. From death, there is no escape.

A murder of crows
It has a murderous look in the eye and caws into
the mist… Fearless yet wary – commonly found in
graveyards and old ruins, this is one of the cleverest
and most adaptable of birds. Often seen trespassing,
it quickly gains confidence and seizes what it can.

A quiver of cobras

A loveliness of ladybirds
Like the beautiful butterfly, the lovely ladybird
is actually telling its predators how disgusting
it tastes. It secretes an unpleasant substance
to protect itself and its bright colour and spots
serve as a reminder to others to stay away.

A murder of crows

A raft of sea otters
Sea otters like to spend most of their day alone but
at night they come together to rest. They float on
their backs in raft-like formation, often wrapping
themselves in kelp, often holding paws to avoid
drifting out to sea. Group sizes vary but in Alaska
up to 2000 sea otters may raft at one time.

A raft of sea otters

A plague of locusts
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